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Robot’s navigation is one of the hardest challenges to deal with, because
real environments imply highly dynamic objects moving in all directions.
The main ideal goal is to conduct a safe navigation within the environment,
avoiding obstacles and reaching the final proposed goal. Nowadays, with
the last advances in technology, we are able to see robots almost every-
where, and this can lead us to think about the robot’s role in the future,
and where we would find them, and it is no exaggerated to say, that prac-
tically, flying and land-based robots are going to live together with people,
interacting in our houses, streets and shopping centers. Moreover, we will
notice their presence, gradually inserted in our human societies, every time
doing more human tasks, which in the past years were unthinkable.
Therefore, if we think about robots moving or flying around us, we must
consider safety, the distance the robot should take to make the human feel
comfortable, and the different reactions people would have. The main goal
of this work is to accompany people making use of a flying robot. The term
social navigation gives us the path to follow when we talk about a social en-
vironment. Robots must be able to navigate between humans, giving sense
of security to those who are walking close to them. In this work, we present
a model called Social Force Model, which states that the human social in-
teraction between persons and objects is inspired in the fluid dynamics de-
fined by Newton’s equations, and also, we introduce the extended version
which complements the initial method with the human-robot interaction
force.
In the robotics field, the use of tools for helping the development and
the implementation part are crucial. The fast advances in technology al-
lows the international community to have access to cheaper and more com-
pact hardware and software than a decade ago. It is becoming more and
more usual to have access to more powerful technology which helps us to
run complex algorithms, and because of that, we can run bigger systems
in reduced space, making robots more intelligent, more compact and more
robust against failures. Our case was not an exception, in the next chapters
we will present the procedure we followed to implement the approaches,
supported by different simulation tools and software. Because of the nature
of the problem we were facing, we made use of Robotic Operating System
along with Gazebo, which help us to have a good outlook of how the code
will work in real-life experiments.
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In this work, both real and simulated experiments are presented, in
which we expose the interaction conducted by the 3D Aerial Social Force
Model, between humans, objects and in this case the AR.Drone, a flying
drone property of the Instituto de Robótica e Informática Industrial. We
focus on making the drone navigation more socially acceptable by the hu-
mans around; the main purpose of the drone is to accompany a person,
which we will call the "main" person in this work, who is going to try to
navigate side-by-side, with a behavior being dictated with some forces ex-
erted by the environment, and also is going to try to be the more socially
close acceptable possible to the remaining humans around. Also, it is pre-
sented a comparison between the 3D Aerial Social Force Model and the
Artificial Potential Fields method, a well-known method and widely used
in robot navigation. We present both methods and the description of the
forces each one involves.
Along with these two models, there is also another important topic to
introduce. As we said, the robot must be able to accompany a pedestrian in
his way, and for that reason, the forecasting capacity is an important feature
since the robot does not know the final destination of the human to accom-
pany. It is essential to give it the ability to predict the human movements.
In this work, we used the differential values between the past position val-
ues to know how much is changing through time. This gives us an accurate
idea of how the human would behave or which direction he/she would
take next.
Furthermore, we present a description of the human motion prediction
model based on linear regression. The motivation behind the idea of build-
ing a Regression Model was the simplicity of the implementation, the ro-
bustness and the very accurate results of the approach. The previous main
human positions are taken, in order to forecast the new position of the hu-
man, the next seconds. This is done with the main purpose of letting the
drone know about the direction the human is taking, to move forward be-
side the human, as if the drone was accompanying him. The optimization
for the linear regression model, to find the right weights for our model, was
carried out by gradient descent, implementing also de RMSprop variant in
order to reach convergence in a faster way. The strategy that was followed
to build the prediction model is explained with detail later in this work.
The presence of social robots has grown during the past years, many
researchers have contributed and many techniques are being used to give
them the capacity of interacting safely and effectively with the people, and
it is a hot topic which has matured a lot, but still there is many research to
be investigated.
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During this work, we are going to find many topics related with autonomous
robotics field, but there is one in which we are going to be more devoted,
navigation. The importance of this topic in robotics is crucial since it in-
volves the security of the robots but also the environment in which the robot
is navigating. There are many environments in which navigation could
be dangerous, for example in social environments involving pedestrians,
but also industrial environment in which not robust robot navigation could
lead to unprofitable results, wasting time or money. Here, we are going to
focus on social environments and robot’s mobility, in which we have pedes-
trians walking around to their destinations, the presence of obstacles and
the presence of a flying robot, also called drone. It is required to improve
algorithms in order to ensure a correct and proper navigation of the drone.
As peoples safety is the main priority, we have to ensure the drone will re-
spect the personal space, will navigate carefully and will interact with the
dynamic environment all the time, trying to provide a comfortable percep-
tion to the pedestrians around it.
In the literature, we can find a lot of material talking about collision
avoidance techniques and robot’s path planning with many variations and
strategies adapted to different kind of problems, but this time we do not
want only to avoid obstacles, we are also considering also a social space.
We are going to implement and to improve the model called "Social Force
Model", which considers the personal space of pedestrians and robots, mak-
ing them part of this social environment, and allowing the robots moving as
entities walking with pedestrians. This model was previously implemented
and extended in [19], thus, here we present the 3D model, following the al-
gorithm enhanced in this work.
This model states that pedestrians exert a force over other pedestrians
making them change the direction they are taking. These forces are per-
ceived more as the “motivation” of pedestrians to move in a certain direc-
tion, and this motivation also can be influenced by the presence of obstacles,
but in a different way. This means that the forces depend on different func-
tions and different parameters. Additionally, the robot exerts a force over
pedestrians, making them change the direction depending on how close the
drone is located.
In order to compare this method, we also implemented a standard tech-
nique widely used in robot navigation, the artificial potential field approach.
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This technique provides attractive and repulsive forces to the robot, in or-
der to make it follow a certain path to the final destination. As we said,
this technique is widely used, and for that there are a lot of variations, and
in this case, we inspired our model based on [54]; we took some improve-
ments they provided and adapted them to our model. Robot’s navigation
is a crucial task, and we present here two methods adapted to our problem.
This work is more focused on making the drone more socially accept-
able to the pedestrians around it, but also the drone has the task to accom-
pany a human, who in this work we will call him the “main human”. The
drone will be with the human, trying to maintain a certain distance and re-
specting other pedestrian’s distance, but the drone has to know the main
human direction and for that reason we introduce an important topic, fore-
casting. One of the topics implicitly related with the robot’s autonomy is the
forecasting capacity. This feature, makes the robot able to predict outcomes
and be prepared for them, giving it truly autonomy. Human’s path predic-
tion is also widely studied, and we can find a lot of approaches with great
performance, for example, stochastic prediction, neural networks, and max-
imum entropy based techniques [44], [6], [55]. In this work we use a linear
regression model, which helps the robot to predict the human path in a
very accurate way, letting it know the direction of the human, and mak-
ing it walk with him with only knowing the historical position of the main
pedestrian.
Giving tasks to robots each time is easier and hold a good promise for
autonomously carrying out navigation, each time with the release of more
advanced and complex algorithms we can be sure that more day-by-day
tasks will be carried out autonomously by robots.
1.1 Motivation
In the past years, we have seen how the presence of the robots in our life
has grown, from the everyday tasks until the industrial issues, developing
tasks each time more complex.
The idea of creating new robots which can navigate autonomously be-
tween people has been developed by multiple motivations, some of them
to guide people, as assistants, or just as mobile information modules. The
main motivation of this work is as follows, robots which are able to move
with a human-like behavior in a social environment. Therefore the social
robots need to fulfill extra requirements, this is, take into account other
kind of factors and constraints, for instance, people comfort, when a robot
is close of them. The idea of bringing robots to the social environment, cre-
ates new tasks which can serve to people, in an intelligent and autonomous
way, and can be tangible.
We are not so far of the reality in which we can find robots around us,
but for sure, there are a lot of features the robot must improve, to make
it appropriate to navigate around people. The need of safety protocols, a
clean and objective existence purpose of the robot with the assignment of
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serving people, need to be evaluated in order to achieve a proper social
behavior.
1.2 Objectives
In this work, we present and test a model, which integrates different tech-
niques in order to make it robust while navigating. As we said, the main
model to test is called 3D Aerial Social Social Force Model, which born from
the Extended Social Force Model, and it states that the pedestrian behavior
can be modeled as individual particle inspired in the fluid kinetics model,
the details are presented below. The main objective is to implement the 3D
Aerial Social Social Force Model, taking into account, pedestrians, obstacles
and a drone, and compare the final results with another standard technique
called Artificial Potential Fields.
We aim to prove the capability of the drone, to navigate safely between
pedestrians using ESFM, taking into account several number of pedestrians
and obstacles, supporting the hypothesis that our model provides the drone
with the ability to navigate socially better than the compared approach.
We show the successful implementation of the ESFM in real-life experi-
ments, providing an acceptable social behavior, making it able to navigate
in a human-like way, accompanying the main human and keeping a certain
distance along the experimentation always.
1.3 Main Contributions
The main contributions of the present work are threefold. First, we based
our research on [19], in which the ESFM was implemented in a land-based
mobile robot. Here, we enhance the ESFM to be used with a flying robot,
adding a third dimension z with respect to [19]. This is not trivial since we
had to recalculate the personal space taking into account the extra dimen-
sion, and we also needed to modify the initial algorithm to make the robot
capable of accompanying the person inside a high range. We also provide
a simple and robust strategy to predict the main pedestrian position, con-
sidering the past positions differentials within a fixed window. And finally,
we validate our method through an extensive set of simulations and real-
life experiments. At the end of the discussion, we point out the strengths
and weaknesses of the approaches, giving a base for the next steps to be
implemented and points to reinforce.
One article was written from this work, in which we exposed the overall
model and the results from the real-life experiments. The article was sent to
the International Conference on Robotics and Automation. Moreover, we
are currently working on some extensions to publish our work in a journal.
In following chapters, the details of the entire work are described. In
chapter 3, the hardware and software of the used tools to develop and test
the algorithms are introduced. In chapter 4, we show an outlook to the
bases of SFM, ESFM and APF approaches. Chapter 5 describes the method
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and the different strategies we used to make the model; here we include
the details of the ESFM, the linear regression implementation and gradient
descent optimization. Finally, in Chapter 6, we present the set of virtual
simulation and the real-life experiments.
1.3.1 Derived Publications
The derived publications of this work (* indicates equal contribution):
1. Luis Garza-Elizondo*, A. Garrell*, M. Villamizar, F. Herrero and A.
Sanfeliu. 3D Aerial Social Force Model to Accompany People. IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Robotics and Automation. May-june 2017 (submit-
ted).
2. A. Garrell*, Luis Garza-Elizondo*, M. Villamizar, F. Herrero and A.
Sanfeliu. 3D Aerial Social Force Model evaluation in crowded environ-
ments. IEEE Transactions on Robotics. (working on).
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State of the Art
In this chapter, we introduce the state of the art involving drones interacting
with people, social navigation methods, obstacle avoidance, robot compan-
ion in urban environment, and human motion prediction. One of objectives
of this chapter is to let the reader know a general idea of how this area has
been evolved and to highlight the different efforts to make the robot navi-
gation safe and to put them into the social environments.
2.1 Human-Drone Interaction
Nowadays, Human-Robot Interaction field has been widely studied during
the past years, bringing us many advances in terms of perception, motion,
emotion interpretation. Moreover, many of these interactions have been
developed with land-based robots, static and mobile ones, and for that rea-
son, the area of human-drone interaction is increasing and new approaches
and techniques should be developed since there are other limitations and
characteristics to take into account [7]. Relatively new, this area brings with
it new challenges, and new advances and techniques. Some new methods
introduce the interaction through the image processing of human gestures
[40], using on board depth cameras in indoor environments, in which the
person can control the robot through gestures. Another work with simi-
lar ideas is presented in [38], where multiple UAVs using locally on-board
cameras are controlled via gestures through machine vision techniques,
motivated by the idea that gestures are a natural way of communication
and relatively easy to recognize through image processing. Other approach
[48] also includes gestures movements to indicate instructions to the flying
robot, inspired in the interaction between the human and birds in the fal-
coneering activity.
Furthermore, other researches are motivated by the idea that adding
an emotional component is part of the success of the drone in terms of
acceptability, and they explore the topic of encoding emotions in drones
path movements [8]. Moreover, a new platform called Assistive free-flyers
(AFFs), is emerging, where small drones take part, with the intention of aid
people in many different ways in indoor and outdoor environments [51],
with an intention communication through the design of natural flight mo-
tions.
One of the first papers addressing the navigation of drones with peo-
ple was presented in [22]. In this work, the aerial robot is used to extend
human abilities. For example, to enhance the field of view of a person in
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order to report accidents or anomalies. In [47] a drone-base flyer acting as
a personal companion is proposed to support people in emergency situa-
tions. To enable the interaction between drones and humans, it is required
to provide a communication channel, for instance, a remote, a phone, or
gestural control [38]. Nevertheless, there are few feedback techniques for
HDI. Some recent works, studied the head movement, and the propeller
noise in order to present emotional states [43].
Studies of Human-drone interaction is becoming more and more popu-
lar in the last years, since it is inevitable the presence of flying robots in the
next years. In this work, we are interested in obtaining a navigation suit-
able to accompany people in a comfortable manner, in order to allow flying
robots to navigate with people in indoor and outdoor environments.
2.2 Robot Collision avoidance
Different techniques have been used to face this topic in robotics. It is im-
portant to say that we are more interested in aerial vehicles than in ground
robots, however some of the techniques presented in this work can be ap-
plied to both kind of robots. In last years, many researchers used artificial
potential field variations, as in [54] [31] [14], where modifications to the tra-
ditional method are made in order to enhance the outcome. APF is a well-
know technique based on potential fields to create forces which are exerted
over the robot, to make it avoid the source of these potential fields, usually
obstacles and objects. This method has proved to have very good results
in the avoidance task, however, there is one issue who is our concern, and
we will keep talking about that along all the project, which is safety and
reliability.
Others, as [18], presented a collision avoidance method with Mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) with geometric method and airspace
discretization. In [11], researchers employ partial order techniques to guar-
antee collision avoidance between vehicles. Moreover, there are other tech-
niques which tackle the avoidance and localization task from a probabilistic
point of view [13]. In [5], authors introduce a probabilistic perspective of
the Inevitable Collision States (ICS), states in which there is no feasible tra-
jectory to avoid collision and in which they add uncertainty that prevails in
real world situations. The task to avoid dynamic obstacles is faced in many
forms with different results. During this project we talk not only about the
avoidance task of the robots, more specifically we are interested in how peo-
ple feel having a drone flying around them, for that we measure the com-
fort level of the persons when walking beside the drone. Other methods
have appeared which tackle the path planning problem through neural net-
works combined with Q-learning, giving very good results in land-based
robots with multiple obstacles and where global information is available all
the time [12]. In [50] they tackle the collision avoidance problem with the
curvature-velocity method, adding constraints derived from pyshical lim-
itations on the robots velocities and accelerations, trying to find a point in
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the space that satisfies all these constraints.
Some other methods to avoid obstacles are also inspired by living or-
ganisms, ensuring that complex control systems are not necessary at the
time to react to some obstacle or to guide the moves of a body, as in [29],
they define how sensory input arrays can specify motion-taus through tau-
coupling. Other kind of techniques assume other agents in the environment
have also a similar mechanism to avoid collisions, such in the case of [33] in
which the collision avoidance problem is address using Reciprocal Velocity
Obstacle, a novel technique based on the well-known velocity obstacle con-
cept but with some modifications to fix the oscillation problem.
2.3 Social Robot Navigation
It is more latent the presence of robots in our day-by-day, maybe first as
software agents, with some kind of intelligence, as we have in our cell-
phones, in our fridges, microwave oven, etc. Social life will be surrounded
by all kind of robots serving us in many different ways. Many approaches
have appeared in order to bring this era as soon as possible. For this task
there are some issues to face, as the autonomy of the robot, the intelligence,
the good perception and the good interaction between the robot and their
environment. Some other methods have been modeled to make the robot
able to navigate in a social way, the task in which we are interested at, as
in the case of [27], which specifically face the navigation issue among hu-
mans. In the last decade, human-robot interaction has become a main re-
search field, that involves many areas, in order to bring the robot the ability
to interact with the people, including for instance, learning capabilities, per-
ception task, reasoning , manipulation and navigation ability.
Unlike the past years, we can see how robots are moving from indus-
trial areas to daily applications, many of them being carried in our homes.
Talking about robots implies to talk about a physical body (in most of the
cases), and social robots mean those one who are developing tasks among
people in social environments, and for that, it is necessary the navigation
skill, not like the traditional one that we were used to listen or work, but a
Human-aware navigation which takes into account social aspects, and new
ways of measuring and control, for example the comfort, the acceptance of
the robots among pedestrians, etc. There is more and more interest in this
area since the past 10 years [28], in which we became to realize the presence
of robots in our daily life is not that far as we thought.
Along the social issue, there are many issues to have in mind when we
think about social robots, for instance, the fact that social environments are
prepared just for humans and not for robots, for example stairs, ramps,
visual signal and signal lights. These are also the kind of challenges the
robot would face in urban environments, to adapt,to avoid and to follow
the protocols the environment dictates [4]. Many efforts have been done by
researchers to accomplish a safe and human-like navigation in social envi-
ronments. In [32] they were capable of developing a mobile robot which
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navigates in crowd environments based on interaction and local perception
capabilities. Some researches include environmental perception in where
information from different sensors is merged to provide the robot a more
complete perception of its environment [20]. In [Garrell2009], a Discrete
time motion model is used to represent robot’s and person’s motion, for
people guidance in urban areas.
In [35], the authors highlight the importance of robust and reliable sys-
tems for safe navigation. Moreover in [37], it is proposed a solution to
estimate the robot position in a map, when no initial guess of its initial
position is given. Moreover, in [53] researchers deal with the problem of
dynamic motion problem in unknown environments applying VCS-based
motion planning methods.
There is one important topic to fulfill and is the navigation part in ur-
ban environments, which has been faced in many different ways. In the last
years important advances has been made in robot navigation in indoor en-
vironments, where the robot has to interact with the people surrounding it,
detecting objects and measuring distances within the environment, using
different kind of techniques as QR codes in [30] where they highlight also
the importance of cost-effective systems to fulfill the increasing demand of
robots in the environment. Also [10] remarks the achievement of running
the algorithms in low cost embedded systems, this time the Raspberry pi
system.
Researches in urban environment navigation have highlighted three im-
portant things to pursue in this topic: the comfort, the naturalness and the
sociability of the robot in urban environments [28]. Urban environments
also constrain the robot motion, and subject it to a large list of social pro-
tocols all the time. The social motion of robots has to model and respect
these protocols and the cultural norms in the society, and improve implicit
interactions [28].
2.4 Human motion prediction
For robot navigation, prediction is one of the crucial tasks to develop, mainly
because here, navigation is taken as a communication source. For that, pre-
diction is important because both robot and human influence each other in
terms of motion [28].Drone’s movements can infer on people, and also the
drone can understand which action the human would take depending on
human’s motion. Other methods take into account human movement pre-
diction in order to avoid them, for instance in [44] they make a stochastic
prediction, to estimate danger situation.
In a recent method, [6], they have opted to use neural networks archi-
tecture to cognitive navigation, which predicts possible human-robot colli-
sion, through generalizing the cognitive maps (which contain critical infor-
mation for planning movements in space), to dynamic environments, this
method is called Prediction-for-CompAction (PfCA). In [49], a technique is
proposed based on a combination of Beam Curvature Method (BCM), Lane
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Curvature Method (LCM) with prediction capabilities, which give them the
possibility of avoiding moving objects in dynamic environments. Other
methods as [Garrell2009] use particle filters to predict human movements,
and use the Discrete time Motion model proposed. [52] also made use of the
SFM and implement a predictor of the pedestrian trajectories which can tell
other pedestrians the place and time of the next collision in order to avoid it.
As we said before, novel methods which can predict accurately how
the human behaves allow an efficient navigation, and are the key to de-
velop intelligent systems capable of being with humans in our social envi-
ronment. Common approaches for predicting trajectories are using tracing
filters as the Kalman filter, which assumes a normal Gaussian distribution
with growing uncertainty, to predict future positions[55]. Moreover recent
techniques involve the principle of maximum entropy, which yields a soft-
maximum version of Markov decision processes that accounts for decision
uncertainty [55]. Many techniques have been used to predict many kind
of behaviors, however, in the social navigation field, motion prediction has
not been that popular, many works make the call to keep doing research






In this chapter we proceed to describe the tools we did use, during the real
and synthetic experiments. In general, experimenting with real robot can
be tough, especially because all the details has to be taken into account be-
fore letting the program run. For that reason, in those cases it is important
to use any kind of simulator that can provide you at least a little vision of
how the system might behave with the current firmware. In our case, we
did use a simulator to test our navigation algorithm, before putting it into
the real drone, and fortunately we first found some drawbacks which we
could fix before the real tests.
In this case we use real drones and also drone simulators running with
Robotic Operating System, the details are introduced below. We provide
documentation and links in case the readers wanted to know deepest as-
pects of some particular point.
3.1.1 ONA Robot
The project was planned to be tested using the ONA robot, an unmanned
aerial vehicle with a vertical take off and landing capacity. The platform can
fly in autonomous way or can be controlled remotely. ONA robot has differ-
ent sensors to carry on tasks related with human-robot interaction, which
is one of the main objectives of the overall system to build in this project.
ONA Robot is property of the Institut de Robotica i Informatica Industrial.
Structure and system details
The structure was made with carbon fiber with 1mm of thickness. The arms
are made with a combination of carbon fiber, PVC and an epoxi matrix. The
overall structure is complemented with little components printed in ABS
plastic and the protection structure with expanded polypropylene.
The drone uses two lithium polymer batteries, each of them with 11.1
volts and 5300 mAh capacity. The drone is also equipped with the Pixhawk
autopilot system, which gives the drone a complete autonomy, and the ca-
pacity of doing programmed missions using the GPS.
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FIGURE 3.1: ONA’s Robot: picture and Schematics of the
ONA robot. ONA is property of the IRI lab, and was built
for social purposes
At the end, due to the short time to do experiments, and due to some
delays in the delivery of the ONA robot, we have tested the algorithm only
with the AR.Drone which is going to be described in the next subsection.
The two of them have very good features and are very good candidates
to test our model, nevertheless, the ONA robot was built specifically to do
tasks related with the human-robot interaction and social purposes.
3.1.2 AR.Drone 2.0
During the experiments, we have used the AR.Drone 2.0, a remote con-
trolled flying quadcopter helicopter built by Parrot, a French company based
in Paris. With impressive features, the quadcopter demonstrated to be a
good choice to test our algorithms in a short-time setup. Some of the fea-
tures included in the AR.Drone, which also can be consulted at the official
webpage, are:
• Intuitive touch and tilt flight controls.
• Live video streaming
• Video recording and photo shooting
• Updated euler angles of the AR Drone
• Embedded tag detection for augmented reality games.
According to the official documentation, which reference you can find
in the bibliography [42], the mechanical structure comprises four rotors at-
tached to the four ends of a crossing to which the battery and the RF hard-
ware are attached.
Each pair of opposite rotors is turning the same way. One pair is turning
clockwise and the other anti-clockwise.
Different drone movements can be achieved varying each rotor pair
speed. For example, varying left and right rotors speeds the opposite way
yields roll movements, varying front and rear rotors speeds yields pitch
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movements and so on. In the next picture, taken from the official manual,
there is an illustration of how is yielded each kind of movement the drone
can achieve.
FIGURE 3.2: Drone movements: Picture depicting different
movements the AR.Drone can do.
Maneuvers are obtained by changing the angle of the pitch, yaw and
roll of the quadcopter. These terms can be better appreciated in the next
figure, with the x, y and z references represented in a plane.
FIGURE 3.3: Aircraft principal axes: Pitch , Roll, and Yaw
movements represented with a plane.
Engines, Batteries and Sensors
Some important features to mention about the drone are the brushless en-
gines with three phases which are controlled by a microcontroller, which
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automatically detects the engines plugged in and set up the correct engine
control. The drone is also able to detect if any engine is stopped or blocked,
and in this case the protection system stops all engines immediately to pre-
vent repeated shocks.
The batteries we used were 1000 mAh, 11.1 volts LiPo batteries. When
the drone detects a low level of battery, it first automatically sends a warn-
ing message and then, if the level has reached a critical level, the whole
system is shut down. The AR.Drone 2.0 has many motion sensors as the
inertial measurement unit, the ultrasound telemeter, a 3 axis magnetometer
and a pressure sensor. All of the sensors we mentioned before are funda-
mental for a proper control and navigation of the AR.Drone, however we
omit technical details, to focus only for now on comment the main tools
and some important features and a brief description of them, which could
help us to have a better image of the main work tool, the AR.Drone.
Along with the drone, we made use of other important tool, called op-
titrack. Optitrack helps us to know the position with a high level of accu-
racy, using a set of special cameras, in a certain position within a delimited
movement space. These indoor experiments were carried out with the aim
of better observing the forces being applied on the drone by a main human.
Real experiments using optitrack only take into account one human, who
is the one the drone is following, and of course the drone.
3.1.3 Optitrack
Here, we explain briefly some important features of the Optitrack tool and
what was its role during the experiments. It is important to know that you
can find more details in the website and official documentation[1], techni-
cal aspects related with this tool, along with a wide variety of products and
different configurations of this tool the user can choose depending on their
needs.
Optitrack Motion Capture system is a system created by NaturalPoint
Inc., company which provides different optical tracking products, which
are widely used in digital animation, robotics, virtual reality and many
other branches. In this case Optitrack was used to analyze an indoor envi-
ronment to track the human and the drone position in a previously defined
space. Knowing the position, Optitrack allow us to calculate the forces in-
teracting between the person and the robot and to see the behavior of our
model in real time. Both human and drone were using markers in the body
in order to let the software detect the exact position of each of them.
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(A) Optitrack markers in
a human body.
(B) Drone and Human in an indoor en-
vironment monitored by the Optitrack
cams.
FIGURE 3.4: Tracking markers and Optitrack workspace:
(a) Representation of the markers that can be used in a hu-
man body, as well as other kind of objects like the drone, (b)
An indoor environment with Optitrack depicting the exper-
iments we did.
3.2 Software
3.2.1 Robot Operating System
This project was mainly developed using the Robot Operating System, a
framework widely used to build the internal software structure for robots,
with a lot of features which help the developer to debug and visualize
through simulations, algorithms and code made in python and/or c++.
This framework provides hardware abstraction making it useful at the time
of migrating the code to other kind of robots with different hardware con-
figurations. This operating system is graph based, in which the processing
of messages is done in the nodes, and these nodes are able to communicate
through different kind of messages to different sensors, actuators, and also
other nodes.
Basically, ROS operates with one node master which is in charge of
the coordination, and other secondary nodes which are running instances
(same program can run different times at the same time) of ROS programs
and can be set and personalized by user for different purposes. The nodes
are easily set up, and can handle situations as for example a “node for pro-
cessing the output of sensor A”, or maybe “node which send the current
position”. This kind of behavior can be seen as a blackboard communica-
tion protocol, in which everyone subscribed to the same topic, is able to see
what is being published in this topic.
ROS allows us to create generic packages which can be run in any com-
puter system with ROS installed, and reuse our already created algorithms
with only adjusting a few configurations. This can help us to save a lot of
time and also save money.
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Along with ROS, we made use of Gazebo, which provided us the inter-
face to simulate robots and other kind of objects. In this case we simulated
a drone and pedestrians in a 3D space. As we said before, this kind of
tools make easier to test code and see an approximated behavior of what
we should expect in real life, due to the capacity of simulating complex be-
haviors in indoor and outdoor environments. During the simulation exper-
iments we use the tum_simulator package which allows us to simulate the
AR.Drone. In addition, we use an object which looks like a human, which
was provided by the IRI object’s library. Both objects Drone and human,
were subscribed to certain topics which control the motion, and publish in
others the information about the position, velocity, orientation etc.
Within the ROS environment we made use of another tool which help us
to visualize in a 3D space the behavior of the robot and some other useful
information, for instance axes, transformations and markers, also the forces
interacting between the characters during the experiments; this graphical
tool is called RViz.
(A) Humans’s information flow
chart.
(B) Drone’s information flow chart.
FIGURE 3.5: Rostopics of the human and the drone: Di-
agram Representative of the information published by the
person and the drone.
Tum Simulator
Tum simulator is a ROS package written by Hongrong Huang and Juergen
Sturm at the Technical University of Munich, and basically it simulates the
AR.Drone in the ROS environment using gazebo simulator.
The package allows us to simulate and also manipulate in real life ex-
periments the drone, both options are available and is up to the user to
configure and adapt the simulator depending also on the version of the
AR.Drone and many other parameters. We can find the functionality dia-
gram in the official website, which can provide us a general idea of how it
works in both modalities, real life and simulated experiments [2].
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FIGURE 3.6: tum_simulator and simulation environment:
tum_simulator configuration diagram to perform simula-
tion using a joystick [2]
Moreover, we have the gazebo simulator in which we can use a lot of
objects and obstacles, and simulate real environments, just as real life or at
least the most similar possible. We made use of this simulator because the
facilities in the installation process, also the experience of some of us using
this simulator, and the great results we have had during different kind of
experiments. Images were taken from official webpages, to depict the gen-
eral idea of the flow work structure of each configuration.
FIGURE 3.7: tum_simulator and real-life drone’s control:
real-life experiments tum_simulator configuration diagram
using joystick[2].
Some images of tum simulator are in the next picture, showing the
drone and a couple of buildings around the robot, the simulation environ-
ment helps us to draw very similar scenarios and experiments , which help
us to save money and time, in case something could go wrong. Later we
will see real-life experiments, for now we only describe in a general view
the tool, and the need of having a simulator, and the advantages we have
seen during the project.
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FIGURE 3.8: tum_simulator and Gazebo: tum_simulator
from different perspectives. A scenario was built in gazebo,
were a person, a drone, and some houses are shown. The
last picture shows the keyboard controller window from the
ardrone_tutorials.
Processing
During the project we made use of the Integrated Development Environ-
ment Processing, an open source computer programming language built
mainly for art and visual design purposes. The IDE processing project
started in 2001, by Casey Reas and Benjamin Fry, both old members of the
Aesthetics and Computation Group at the MIT Media Lab. Now Processing
is a growing open source community which has built many kind of tools
and libraries to extend the initial functionality. Processing allows us to sim-
ulate our model in large scales, although we were not able to simulate the
movements up and down of the robot in the z coordinate because we used
a 2D physics library, we were able to calculate the position and velocity in
this axis, and to take it into account.
With the help of Processing we created different environments with dif-
ferent number of static obstacles and we simulate the behavior of pedes-
trians walking around trying to reach a final position (goal), and a "main"
human being accompanied by a drone. With these environments we ran
several experiments with different configurations, in order to create files
with the information, and then measure the performance of the methods
being tested and which we describe later in the next chapters.
FIGURE 3.9: Processing environment: processing was used
to test the model , and also run simulations with large num-





Nowadays there are many efforts to make a robot navigate safely, avoid-
ing dynamic obstacles in crowded environments. It is not a trivial task
since also involves topics as robot perception, human-robot cooperation
and robot localization, working together with the navigation mechanisms,
all in a synchronized way. Many techniques have been developed and in-
tegrated to carry out this difficult task.
In this work we focused on robot’s navigation, which implies robot mo-
bility through a 3D physical space, trying to avoid humans and objects, and
trying to keep a certain distance from the main human in order to consider
the robot as an accompanier. Thus, we implemented the extended Social
Force Model which is based on a Boltzmann-like gas-kinetic model [23] also
explained in [24] and [25]. It states that the movement of pedestrians can
be modeled by a fluid dynamic model, and it can give a description for the
collective movement of the pedestrians.
Moreover, another tested technique was the Artificial Potential Fields
approach, which is widely used in the robotics field, which also involves a
similar idea, repulsive forces exerted by obstacles and attractive forces try-
ing to take it to its final destination. As this technique has been studied for
many years, it has many variations to adapt the algorithm to different cir-
cumstances and face different drawbacks, for example physical constraints
on velocity limitations. Here, we took the standard Artificial Potential Field
with some modifications taken from [54], which help us to create an un-
certainty zone around the point which is exerting a repulsive force. We
adapted some parts of the APF algorithm proposed by [54] in order to take
some features of this last paper, and we improve the performance of the
robot’s path planning.
Next, a description of each method, Social Force Model and Artificial
Potential Fields Method, and the main ideas of each of them are presented.
4.2 Artificial Potential Fields
Artificial Potential fields is an approach that has been extensively used for
obstacle avoidance for single mobile robots, multiple mobile robots, and
moving obstacles . In the potential field method, an artificial potential field
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is assigned to the area where a robot is moving [14].
Basically the APF method create artificial fields in the environment,
these fields are composed by attractive fields and repulsive fields. In this
case the obstacles exert a repulsive force to the robot, meanwhile the robot’s
final destination which we call the “goal” is applying an attractive force to
the robot. The final path of the robot is calculated by the gradient of the
total artificial potential.
The potential function is defined as the resultant of the all the attractive and
repulsive fields, as functions of the drone’s position denoted as P :
Utotal(P) = Uatt(P) +Urep(P) (4.1)
The negative gradient of the potential function is defined as an artificial
force which is the steepest descent direction for guiding robot to final point
[31]. Therefore the attractive force applied to the robot is the negative gra-
dient of the attractive force and the repulsive force is the negative gradient
of the repulsive potential.
F(P) = −∇U(P) = −∇Uatt(P)−∇Urep(P) (4.2)
Ftotal = Fatt + Frep (4.3)
In a normal situation, taking into account more than one obstacle, we can
rewrite the total force, as next, where n is the number of obstacles.










In which kapf is a positive coefficient, P is the robot location and Pg is the
goal location. The negative gradient of the attractive potential is :
Fatt(P) = −∇Uatt(P) = −kapf (P−Pg) (4.6)
Then, an attraction force that is pointing to the final goal, and the final
components of this force can be written as:
Fattx(P ) = −kapf (x− xg)
Fatty(P ) = −kapf (y − yg)
Fattz(P ) = −kapf (z − zg)
(4.7)
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4.2.2 Repulsion Force
With the same idea, robots have to take distance from obstacles, but in this
case, to calculate the repulsion force we take into account the uncertainty
zone related with the robot’s and object’s position. Assuming this, to define
a position uncertainty zone within which the true obstacle position lies [54],
we consider a cylindrical area with radius r and height h, and then estimate
ρ(P, Pob) which is the distance from the robot to the obstacle’s intersection
uncertainty zone. The uncertainty zone is defined as:
ρ(P, Pob) =
{
d− rcosα 0 <‖ α ‖≤ arctan( h2r )
d− h2 sinα arctan( h2r ) <‖ α ‖< Π2
(4.8)
And is illustrated in the next figure:
FIGURE 4.1: Uncertainty zone: The Uncertainty zone is
represented as a cylindrical area with radius r and height h.
The repulsive potential field can be then defined as:
Urep(P) =









0 < ρ(P, Pob) ≤ ρ0
∞ ρ(P, Pob) ≤ 0
(4.9)
Where η is a positive potential factor, Pob is the closest obstacle to the
robot and ρ(P, Pob) is the distance between the robot and the intersection
with the obstacle’s uncertainty zone, ρ0 is the largest impact distance factor,
also called scope of the repulsive potential, and has to be greater than 0.
The object will not be able to affect the robot’s path, if the distance between
the robot and the object is greater than ρ0.
Again we calculate the negative gradient of the repulsive potential function
to find the repulsive force.
Frep(P) = −∇Urep(P) (4.10)
Frep(P) =











∇ρ(P, Pob) 0 < ρ(P, Pob) ≤ ρ0
∞ ρ(P, Pob) ≤ 0
(4.11)
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4.3 Social Force Model
Since 1950s, pedestrian behavior has been modeled in different ways, start-
ing with an outlook focused more on the dynamics of macroscopic quan-
tities (densities and fluxes), and treated more similar as gases or fluids.
Later, researchers started to shift the attention to a more microscopic de-
scription, in which pedestrian motion is described more as an individual
particle rather than a whole.
Some years ago, Dirk Helbing presented a model which suggests that
the motion of pedestrians can be described by social forces, not directly
exerted by the pedestrians’ personal environment, but a measure for the
internal motivations of the individuals to perform certain movements [26].
Different models of pedestrian behavior have been published during the
last decades, with different principles and motivations, but it was in 1970
when Henderson had compared measurements of the pedestrian dynam-
ics with Navier-Stokes equations with considerable success [26]. His work
was later improved and founded mathematically by Dirk Helbing in 1990,
based on a pedestrian specific gas-kinetic model [23].
We might think that human behavior in crowd situations is chaotic and
without a chance to be described by any rules or equations, and certainly, in
real complex situations it is, but in simpler scenarios, since every move of
the human is conducted by his experience, people usually move motivated
by automatic reactions previously learned, and for that the model states
that it is possible to put these rules into equations of motion. We have to
take into account that, although the social force represents an effect exerted
by the environment on the human, the social force model defines rather a
quantity which describes the “motivation” of the persons to move through
a certain direction, a pedestrian’s motivation to act. We can say at the end
that pedestrians act as if they were subject to external forces.
4.3.1 Extended Social Force Model
Social Force model take into account pedestrian interactions and final desti-
nations by defining a summation of existing forces which determine the fi-
nal force, and therefore, people’s trajectories. The model details the motion
which can be expressed through a function depending on the pedestrian’s
relative and absolute positions and velocities [19] . In this case, we also in-
troduce a robot in the social environment, which leads us to make use of
the Extended Social-Force Model , which take into account the interaction
between people and robots, and also the interaction between robots and
obstacles. This model was inspired by Helbing’s and Zanlungo’s work[26]
[52] .
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Next, we introduce and define the main effects that determine the to-
tal force over a pedestrian. Formally, this approach treats each pedestrian
pi with mass mpi as a particle, which new position and velocity is ruled
by Newtonian mechanics. The human was always supposed to be walking
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where (x, y) is the position of the person, (vx, vy) is the velocity and
(ax, ay) is the acceleration. The model assumes that a pedestrian pi with
mass mpi tries to move at a certain desired speed v0pi in a desired direction
epi, this desired direction is defined as:
epi(t) :=
rkpi − rpi(t)
‖ rkpi − rpi(t) ‖
(4.13)
where rpi(t) denotes the actual position of pedestrian pi at a time t, and
rkpi is the direction to the kth goal area. If it is the case, in which a pedestrian
is not disturbed, this pedestrian will walk into the desired direction epi(t)





where the speed is the one that the pedestrian feels more comfortable to
walk with.
Thus, the total force can thus be defined as the resultant force, taking
into account all the interaction forces applied on the pedestrian, by other




mpi = Fi(t) (4.14)
This describes the force applied over a pedestrian pi over the time. The
resulting force Fi governs the trajectory of the pedestrian pi, and can be de-
scribed as function of the interaction forces involved, this is, the repulsive
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The interaction force Finti is the summation of all the repulsive forces ex-







f intio + f
int
iRj (4.16)
Where P is the set of people moving in the environment and O is the set
of obstacles. Next it is defined each interaction force individually, and the
motivation behind this.
4.3.2 Goal force attraction
This force drives the pedestrian to the goal area. Supposing the human is
always trying to reach this point, he will adapt his velocity with a certain
relaxation time ki. This force is defined as :
fgoali = ki(v
0
i − vi) (4.17)
4.3.3 Human-Human interaction force
The motion of the pedestrian is influenced by other pedestrians. The hu-
mans always keep a certain distance from other pedestrians depending on
the crowd of the environment and the desired speed v0pi [26]. It is normal
that people feel uncomfortable with other humans who try to get closer
than usual, and for that, this force act in a repulsive way over other pedes-
trians to keep certain distance. This idea is represented by the next function
:







4.3.4 Human-Object interaction force
Humans also want to keep a certain distance from objects when walking,
trying to follow an objects-free path to safely reach their goals. Therefore,
the objects around the pedestrian exert a force diverting his path, with a
repulsive and monotonic decreasing potential Uio [26], where the vector rio
is defined as the difference between the location of the person and the lo-
cation of the obstacle o that is nearest to the pedestrian pi. This repulsive
force is defined as:
f intio = −∇rioUio(‖ rio ‖) (4.19)
where Uio(‖ rio ‖) is defined as:
Uio(‖ rio ‖) = U0ioe
−‖rio‖
C (4.20)
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(A) (B)
(C)
FIGURE 4.2: Repulsive forces : Repulsive effect of the
forces (A)fintij , (B)fintio and (C)fintiR as a function of
distance r and distance z
4.3.5 Human-Robot interaction force
Robots also exert a repulsive force over other pedestrians pi. In the same
way, people want to keep a certain distance from other pedestrians and
objects, because if they are too close from the robot, they might feel un-
comfortable. One of the main contributions of this work was the extension
of the study of the pedestrian’s and drone’s “personal” space, which in the
previous work [19] was well studied taking into account a land-based robot
interacting with pedestrians.
Now due to the fact we are using a drone, there is a need to extend the
proposed robot-human interaction force formula, and add an extra dimen-
sion in which the force is also going to be projected. The main modifications
are exposed in the anisotropic factor, where the angle Theta is added, and
represent the angle formed between v0pi and the distance riR between the
pedestrian i and the robot R into the r and z space.
The repulsive effect the robot causes over pedestrians is defined in [19]
as:






(λiR + (1− λiR)(1 + cos(ϕiR)
2
)) (4.21)
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where AiR, BiR , λiR, dR are fixed parameters, and w(ϕiR) represent
the anisotropic factor, which depends on ϕiR, an angle formed between the
desired velocity of the pedestrian pi and the vector riR, indicating the dis-
tance from the robot to the pedestrian pi, λiR defines the strength of the
anisotropic factor and the projection cos(ϕiR) is calculated using niR, the
normalized vector pointing from the robot to pi and describes the direction
of the force, and ei the desired motion direction of the pedestrian pi (which
is pointing to the goal). The Extended Social Force Model works in a two di-
mensional space, and for that, the anisotropic factor is defined as a function
depending on the angle ϕiR on the x an y coordinate frame. The function is
defined as follow:
w(ϕiR) = λiR + (1− λiR)(1 + cos(ϕiR)
2
) (4.22)
where cos(ϕiR) is calculated by:
cos(ϕiR) = −niR · epi (4.23)
.
FIGURE 4.3: Anisotropic factor : Anisotropic factor scaling
the interaction force depending on λ
In this work the anisotropic factor is then extended now with theta angle
included, this is, now the angle in between r and z coordinate is introduced
as θiR:
ψ(ϕiR, θiR) = w(ϕiR) cos(θiR)(h + ξw(ϕiR)η) (4.24)
The formula depends now on 2 predefined variables, λ which was ini-
tially introduced in w(ϕiR), and the new variable ξ, and 2 angles created
by the positions of the drone and the pedestrians , ϕ and θ , moreover η is
a constant defined by us as 1.25, after performing experiments with non-
trained volunteers.
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(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE 4.4: Personal space of the human: Representation
of the anisotropic factor in 3D view , with λiR = 0.25 and ξ
= 0.25
where ξ is a proportional factor multiplied by a constant, and it repre-
sents a portion of the original anisotropic factor which helps doing a more
restrictive space of interaction. The next figure shows the effect of two dif-
ferent values of ξ.
FIGURE 4.5: Effect of ξ over the personal space: Differ-
ent values of ξ in the humans anisotropic scale factor field.
Right image: Anisotropic scale factor space with λiR = 1
and ξ = 0.01 Left image: Anisotropic scale factor space with
λiR = 1 and ξ = 1
The drone anisotropic factor, is different of the human’s one, due to the
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fact that the drone is on the air all the time, it does not has the same limita-
tions as the human, so the anisotropic factor is defined:
ψ(ϕRj , θRj) = w(ϕRj) cos(θRj) (4.25)
FIGURE 4.6: Personal space of the drone: Representation of
the drone’s anisotropic factor in 3D view , (a) and (b) with
λRj = 0.90 and (c) and (d) with ξ = 0.50
4.3.6 Quantitative Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the task accomplished by the flying robot,
a new quantitative metric is defined. This assessment is based on "prox-
emics", proposed by [21] and the importance to walk side-by-side. This
work considers the following taxonomy of distances between people:
• Intimate distance: the presence of another person is unmistakable,
close friends or lovers (0-45cm).
• Personal distance: comfortable spacing, friends (45cm-1.22m).
• Social distance: limited involvement, non-friends interaction (1.22m-
3m).
• Public distance: outside circle of involvement, public speaking (>
3m).
To define the metric used in the present work, four different areas must
be defined: (i) Personal space Ci of pedestrian pi, robot’s navigation has
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to be socially accepted by the person being accompanied, it is necessary
that the robot does not perturb the human’s vital space and walk beside
the person, eq. 4.26. (ii) Social distance area A, robots must be allocated
in an acceptance social distance. (iii) The robot should be in the human’s
field of view as they interact during the performance of the task and must
walk beside the person B. (iv) Finally, there are other pedestrians in the





A = {x ∈ R3 \ (B ∪ C) | d(x, pi) < 3}
B = {x ∈ R3 \ C | d(x, pi±) < 3ψ(ϕpi , θpi)}
C = {x ∈ R3 | d(x, pi) < ψ(ϕpi , θpi)} (4.26)
where ψ(ϕpi , θpi) is defined in eq. 4.24.
Moreover, the robot has beeen represented as a circle of 1 meter of di-
ameter, with center robot’s position pr,R = {x ∈ R2 | d(x, r) < 0.5}, whose
area is |R| = pi4 .
Thus, we can now define the performance of the task accomplished by













2|R| ∈ [0, 1] (4.27)
where x ∈ R2. The range of the performance function is defined be-
tween 0 and 1. If the complete area of the robot is allocated in zone B, the
performance is maximum, i.e., 1. As the robot moves far from the person
and enters to zone A, the performance decreases to 0.5. Finally, the perfor-





3D Aerial Social Force Model
and Regression Model
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we are going to describe the details of the implemented
methods. As we said before, one of the main objectives is to make a drone
able to follow a person taking into account 3 dimensions with a human-like
behavior, making also a comparison with other technique called Artificial
Potential Field, and complementing both methods with a regression model,
which makes a prediction of the future position of the human. The predic-
tion model was carried out by linear regression, which takes the last five
positions delta values, and the weight optimization was calculated by gra-
dient descent method, trying to minimize a cost function.
For the human-path prediction model, we decided to use gradient de-
scent optimization technique, which navigates in the n-dimensional space
in the direction of the gradient, given a cost function. RMSprop was the
strategy selected to adjust the weights of the model, for its fast convergence.
At the end there are simulations showing the performance of the model,
as well as the description of its implementation, and also some discussion
about the results we obtained, in both real and virtual simulations.
5.2 Method Description
Now, we are going to describe the relevant points of the method, it is im-
portant to define what we did and the relevant aspects of implementation’s
details. First we present the two models, both models work with attraction
and repulsive forces, although each of them is motivated by different back-
grounds, and perform different force equations. Both work with the same
principle, calculating the total force (summation between the attractive and
repulsive forces) and applying it to the drone or human. It is important to
mention that humans follow the Social Force Model all the time, even when
the drone is using artificial potential field. The experiments and the work
were carried out thinking mainly in the analysis of the drone’s performance,
and the project final goal was stated at the beginning as the comparison be-
tween methods implemented on the drone.
In the next figure, it is shown how the attractive and repulsive forces
work over the drone for both models. Yellow arrows mean the attraction
force, one of them is making the robot going to the human position, and
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the other one makes the robot going to the predicted position, in this case
represented by a pink arrow. As you can see in the image, there is a little
discrepancy between this predicted path and the real path (represented as
a black arrow), this is motivated by the idea of always finding a difference
between the real and the predicted path.
The software used in this case was Robotic Operating System and the
Gazebo simulator, this help us to simulate the behavior of several per-
sons interacting each other along with the drone and different objects. The
pedestrians are always seeking to reach their goal, but the interaction be-
tween people, objects and drones make them to change their way.
(A) Attractive forces which con-
duct the robot to the goals, the
main pedestrian position and the
predicted position
(B) Repulsive forces exerted to
the robot by the human and the
obstacles
FIGURE 5.1: Representation of the drone the human and
an obstacle: It is shown a representation of repulsive(as
red arrows) and attraction forces(as yellow arrows) over the
drone.
The drone will always be forecasting the position of the person, based
on the historical position data. With this information, the drone makes a
calculation of the past delta values and makes the forecast. In the case the
main person stays in the same place, the delta value will be zero, and there-
fore, the forecast will be the same position.
For security and comfortability, the drone will be moving above the 2.0
meters, knowing all the time the position of the person objective, this with
the help of the optitrack, which is always publishing in the proper topic the
odometry of the person.
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FIGURE 5.2: Drone’s force attraction: The drone is always
pursuing two goals, the position of the human being accom-
panied and the predicted position in future steps.
The model which governs the drone behavior is influenced by attraction
and repulsion forces described in chapter 4. The Final Force FR is defined
by two attraction forces and two repulsion forces which keep the drone
close to the human to be accompanied and also keep it far from obstacles
and humans. Both attraction forces, drives the drone to a desired final posi-
tion. The robot is always trying to reach these points, in this case our model
has two attraction forces, one which pursues the position of the human be-
ing accompanied, and the second one that pursues the human forecasted
position in the next future steps. The robot will adapt its velocity with a




R − vR) (5.1)





where f intR,j is the equation previously defined in in Eq. 4.21, but now
depending on ϕR,j and θR,j .






ψ(ϕR,j , θR,j) (5.3)
In the same way, the robot-object interaction force is a summatory of
all the objects inside a certain range , where f intRo is the equation previously





and f intR,o defined as:
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The total force which will drive the drone is also influenced by four










Constraints in drone’s velocity were also taken into account, depending
on how close the drone were, we defined zones inspired on how normal













where, vsafety is the maximum velocity the drone can take when is at
least one person inside the inner safety zone, vcruise is the velocity when
someone is inside its social safety zone and vfree is the maximum velocity
when no one is inside its safety zone.
5.3 Human Path Prediction
One of the main contributions of this work to the previously well worked
Extended Social Force Model is the prediction model we include in the algo-
rithm, giving the drone the capacity of knowing the direction of the human
just knowing the latest positions. This is, taking for example the latest 10
positions of the human, we built the model which allows us to know the
next position. And not only that, as this model was built with the differ-
entials in space, this is delta x and delta y, this allows us to build the next
positions (of course with a little error), therefore forecasting the path the
human would take.
We rely on linear regression models because their robustness, the model
is also based on the differential values in x and y positions of the main
person. In order to build the prediction model, we first create a synthetic
database in which the human behaves following goals, one after other, in
an infinite loop. The drone behaves as the Extended Social Force Model
dictates, keeping distance from the humans and the obstacles, but also try-
ing to keep close to the main human and to the forecasted position in every
time.
This artificial environment was built taking into account 10 people, di-
vided in two groups of five, each group with their respective sequence of
goals. Each person of the first group, in which is included the “main” per-
son, this is, the person who is being followed by the drone, will seek to
reach the desired current goal. In the next picture, in the left side the first
group is shown surrounded by a circle, and a smaller circle indicates who
is the main human; the position and the order of the goals are provided by
the numbers and the red crosses; in the right side, the second group and the
sequence of their goals are shown.
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FIGURE 5.3: Gazebo simulation: Environment used to cre-
ate synthetic data, in which the model was simulated along
with other humans.
During the simulation, the position of the drone and the main human
were collected, in order to build the regression model and to find the best
parameters. In the next subsection it is explained in more detail how we
built this model with the data collected.
FIGURE 5.4: Synthetic data collected through simulations:
Collected data indicating the drone path and the human
path.
5.3.1 Prediction Model: Linear Regression
Simple Linear regression models imply that only one term is describing the
data, this is, one input variable:
f(x : w) = w0 + w1x (5.8)
A cost function, also called the error measure, is required and the one




(f(x;w0, w1)− y)2 (5.9)
where w = ( w0, w1 ) are unknown parameters to be estimated by the
data, and x, in our model, is the differential of the positions values, this is:
∆x = xt − xt−1 (5.10)
In our case, it would be useful to take into account more than one vari-
able and when we use 2 or more values, we are building a multiple linear
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regression which generalizes a simple linear regression model by allowing
more than one term. Now our function will have the form:




To build the model, instead of using the position of the main human, we
take the coordinates of the human position and build an array with the dif-
ferential values between consecutive positions, and then we did estimate
the parameters using gradient descent optimization, which is explained
later in this chapter.
FIGURE 5.5: Differential position values: The Differential
values help us to know the desired direction of the human,
and how fast is moving to the goal.
To estimate the parameters, first we need to build the x and y matrix,
recall that we have said the number of previous values to take into account
were five , this mean that we are going to have 6 unknown parameters
to adjust. To make the optimization of these parameters we take different
sample paths of the dataset. At the end, making the model predict the next
differential value help us to build the path the human would follow with
great reliability. Later it can be seen how with different examples the model
can predict with great accuracy the direction of the human.
X =

1 ∆xn1,1 ∆xn2,2 · · · ∆xnp,p














5.3.2 Gradient Descent Optimization Method
Now with the previously collected data, and the matrix built, we can pro-
ceed to find the unknown parameters also called weights. These weights
were found using the well-known gradient descent optimization method,
which with an initial random guess of the parameters, travels through the
gradient of the cost function. This method works in an iterative way, in
which in each iteration the weights are updated in order to be closer to the
optimal minimum, changing the weights in each iteration k, seeking that:
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p) (5.13)
until the cost function is not reduced anymore, or until the iteration cy-
cle finishes. The gradient of the cost function is defined as follows:









We have to recall that our model is taking into account 6 parameters and
for that, the direction of the gradient takes 6 dimensions, the complete form
of the gradient in the first two directions is shown next, and the generic











Xijwj − yi)Xp (5.15)
RMSprop strategy
In order to move through the gradient we did use the RMSprop strategy.
This strategy was proposed by Geoff Hinton [3] and it states that dividing
the gradient by the root of the expected value of the gradient (taking into
account a short window) makes the learning work much better.
E[∇J(w)2]t = γE[∇J(w)2]t−1 + (1− γ)∇J(w)2t (5.16)
where γ means the momentum value, typically set to 0.9 or 0.95, and
always < 1.
∆wt = −η · ∇J(w) (5.17)
In the above equation η means the learning rate set by the user. Be care-
ful with this parameter because it has a lot of effect in the outcome of the
optimization algorithm; a good default value could be 0.001.
wt+1 = wt + ∆wt (5.18)





where E[∇J(w)2]t means the decaying average over past squared gra-
dients, and  is a smoothing term that avoid the division by zero value.
The iteration cycle in which the weights are updated can be stopped
when a threshold is crossed, this is, when there is no change in the mini-
mum value found, or until the last iteration is done. In the next picture, it
is shown the cost function J(w) being decreased through iterations.
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FIGURE 5.6: Cost function through the optimization pro-
cess using gradient descent: Cost function being decreased
by iterations using gradient descent method and the RM-
Sprop strategy.
Once found the adjusted weights, we did some experiments over the
dataset previously created by the simulation. We found a very good behav-
ior of the model, no matter which data we used to test our model, in spite of
we did use only one little portion of the data. Some examples are shown in
the next figures, in which we took different parts of the synthetic data and
we did some experiments to test the prediction capabilities of our model.
FIGURE 5.7: Differential values and Forecasted position:
Forecasted ∆x and ∆y in two different cases((A) and (B) ,





The real-life experiments, as we said before, were developed using the AR-
Drone 2.0 a remote controlled flying quadcopter built by Parrot. With im-
pressive features, the quadcopter is a very good choice to test our algo-
rithms in a short-time setup. We also made use of the Optitrack Motion
Capture system, a system created by NaturalPoint Inc. In this work, Opti-
track was used to analyze an indoor environment to track the human and
the drone position in a previously defined space.
FIGURE 6.1: Optitrack workspace: An indoor environment
representation using Optitrack depicting the experiments
we performed
Optitrack allows us to calculate the forces interacting between the per-
son and the robot and to see the behavior of our model in real time. Both
human and drone were using markers in the body to let the software detect
the exact position of each of them. In our experiments the working areas
measures 5x5 m, see Fig. 6.1.
6.1 Synthetic experiments
Here, we present the evaluation of the performance of the ASFM, for this
reason, we have built a simulated social environment. In this section, we
introduce the computation of the parameters that have been used in the
model, the results of the implemented regression model to estimate per-
son’s motion and the simulations of the complete system.
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Interaction k A B d λ
Per-Per [34] 2 1.25 0.1 0.2 0.5
Per-Per [52] 4.9 10 0.34 0.16 1
Robot-Person [16] 2.3 2.66 0.79 0.4 0.59
Drone-Person 5 2.75 0.565 0.295 0.55
TABLE 6.1: Aerial Social Force Model Parameters. Param-
eters learned for Robot-drone interaction after applying the
minimization process.
6.1.1 ASFM parameters
As we said, the traditional Social Force Model takes into account three dif-
ferent kinds of forces: the human-human, human-object, and human-robot.
The first two forces have been studied in [52], whereas [16] describes the
interaction between a ground robot and a person. However, the drone-
person interaction parameters were not obtained in any previous work,
thereby, in this section we introduce the results obtained for the parame-
ters {ARj , BRj , λRj , dRj}.
Table 6.1 shows the parameters learned after applying the minimization
process, using genetic algorithms, after recording a set of database trajecto-
ries, where a drone navigates with a human.
6.1.2 Regression Model
During the synthetic experiments we simulated the behavior of several
pedestrians, the drone and the main human. Then, we collected the data
which help us to see an approximate real behavior of pedestrians walking
to a certain path. With this, we built a model to forecast the next position
few seconds ahead. The model is based on the differential values in x and y
positions, so this makes it independent of the path since the slope dictates
already the direction.
Different trajectories were tested with the regression model, always tak-
ing into account the latest five human’s positions to make the calculation of
the resultant slope, then a possible path the human would follow is built.
One of the strongest points is the high accuracy when the path is not so
troubled, nevertheless, it also has very good results when the path changes
so drastically as in the case of the Fig. 6.2-(a). For our purpose, it is enough
to know the intention of which direction the human could take, and with
this, the robot can move along this direction, beside the human being ac-
companied.
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FIGURE 6.2: Regression Model: Different human’s trajec-
tories and the forecasted paths ten steps ahead of the last
position taken into account versus the real path. The error
was measure using the Root-mean-square error.
The drone’s prediction capacity proved to be useful in a highly dynamic
environments, in which a lot of people walk around the main human and
the robot. This usually leads to a very changing behavior of the main hu-
man, nevertheless, the drone proves to adapt and to accompany the main
human with very good accuracy.
6.1.3 Simulations
To this end, we have implemented a complete social environment, depicted
in the first row in Fig. 6.4, which takes into account pedestrians, obstacles
and drones, each element is reactive to its surrounding according to the
ASFM. By doing this, we can get a dynamical environment, in which each
action of the autonomous drone alters the behavior of other pedestrians in
the environment.
To evaluate mathematically the correctness and the performance of the
presented model, we built a simulated social environment. This simulated
environment allows us to validate the performance of the method, using
the metrics defined in Sec. 4.3.6, in different environments and under dif-
ferent density of pedestrians.
In order to give statistical consistency to our results, more than 10k ex-
periments have been carried out, only varying the initial position of each
pedestrian in the simulation. We would like to stress on the fact that the en-
vironment has a high density of persons and each person aims to a random
destination.
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FIGURE 6.3: Simulation experiment: Visualization of the
force interacting over the drone, using Rviz tool provided
by the ROS environment.
The bottom row of Fig. 6.4 shows the overall performance of the differ-
ent methods with respect to the density of pedestrians in the scene. It can
be seen, that using our method ASFM, the performance highly increases.
The predictive behavior using the regression model clearly enhances the
performance of the task, in both scenarios.
FIGURE 6.4: Synthetic experiments: Top row: Simulated
environments. Bottom row: Performance presented previ-
ously; blue line represents the ASFM with the model re-
gression; purple refers to ASFM without regression, and
green color is the performance of the APF method presented
in [zhu2016]. All results are function of the pedestrian den-
sity in the environment.
6.2 Real-Life experiments
In this section, we present different real-life experiments, in which we test
the ASFM model, considering both, humans and obstacles. Two scenarios
were tested, the first one, was an unconstrained area, while in the second
one there were obstacles. Data was collected to plot how the forces dictate
the behavior of the robot and how the robot compensates these forces to
recover the distance.
During real-life experiments, we tested our model and its capacity to
maintain the drone close to the human and making the drone accompany
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the volunteer in a comfortable manner. We analyze the forces interacting in
the space in real-time, in a visualization tool provided by the ROS environ-
ment, and using Optitrack, we detected the position in which the human,
the objects, and the drone were located.
We noticed that all real experiments carried out with our robot and dif-
ferent volunteers achieved the goal, that is, the drone was able to accom-
pany the person while navigating in a social and acceptable manner. In
Fig. 6.6 three different examples are shown.
Time Stamp




























FIGURE 6.5: Real-life experiments data: Top row: Euclidean
distance between the robot and the human Bottom row:
Force magnitude .
Concretely, in the Fig. 6.6a on the top, it is exposed how a human may
walk around the robot in a closer way, and the figures on the bottom show
how the repulsion force drawn as red arrow makes the robot move back-
ward, respecting human’s personal space.
In a different scenario, in the Fig. 6.6b on the top, it is shown how a hu-
man walks in the drone’s direction as if they were to collide, and then the
human moves backward quickly, in this case the repulsion force is greater
when the distance is minimum as you can see in the Fig. 6.5. The total force
makes the drone react to its environment making the drone navigate keep-
ing a certain distance between it and its environment.
Finally, in Fig. 6.6c we use cylinders as obstacles, which blocked the way
to get straight to the human, but the repulsion force that is exerting the ob-
ject keeps the drone away, as long as the human moves behind the object,
here again, the flying robot could avoid the obstacles and navigate in a so-
cial acceptable way.
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(A) Human moving through a certain path surrounding the drone, making the
drone move backward and making the correction of the orientation.
(B) Human moving forward in the direction of the drone, in the image below is
shown the repulsion force depicted as a red arrow.
(C) Human moving around an obstacle, the drone stays in the same position
because the sum of the forces was zero.
FIGURE 6.6: Real-life experiments: Top row: Experiments
carried out by volunteers at the laboratory. Bottom row: Vi-
sualization of the scenario and representation of the inter-
action forces in real-time.
6.2.1 Discussion
Different experiments, both synthetic and real, were carried out in order to
show and test the model in different situations. The novel method proved
to have an excellent navigation behavior in comparison with the traditional
method called Artificial Potential Fields, which, although with the same
principles, led us to different results. Different volunteers in different sit-
uations tested the model, moving in different directions and varying the
velocity of these movements, making the robot react different and showing
that is able to maintain a safe distance without making aggressive move-
ments which can scare the volunteer. During the real experiments the data
was collected in order to do an analysis of the forces and positions and to
find opportunities to enhance the overall model. The data was converted in
txt file in order to make it possible to process in other software , for instance
MATLAB, which was our case.
Although we expected to have different behavior in simulations and
real-life experiments, surprisingly, both were similar, making easy to test
different configurations and setting up them in the real drone. Drawbacks
were present during the real-life experiments, but nothing that made us
stop or modify the original model. One of the limitations we had was the
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space of the experiments which was a 5x5 meters space.
The Rviz visualization tool helped us a lot to see the forces interacting
in real-life with the drone, the humans and the objects, and to see what
happened when we play with the parameters which modifies the repulsion
and attraction forces. The Processing tool was useful to test the model with
a large amount of pedestrians and objects, something which we could not
test in real-life nor in gazebo simulator. The regression model proved to
have a very good forecasting ability and a high robustness to the constant
changes due to the dynamics of the environment. In chapter 8 we propose
some ideas to enhance the model and to make it more robust in some as-





Up to here, we have shown the results using the model in simulations and
real-life experimentation. Next, we present some conclusions of the work
and future steps to extend the functionality of the model.
Nowadays, the presence of robots in the daily life is getting stronger,
the need of this kind of models as the one we presented is required. We
should have in mind that, unlike industrial applications, there is a social
factor playing an emerging role, in which protocols, social norms and social
environments dictate how robots should behave, as their main objectives
are bringing safety and comfort to humans while navigate. The interest
on building intelligent robots which can accompany people is increasing in
the research community, for that reason, in some countries these robots will
start to appear with more frequency.
The overall system has demonstrated very good results, both in syn-
thetic and real experiments, showing the main points which we seeked at
the beginning of the project. Social behavior was demonstrated, below, we
will introduce the future steps of the real-life experiments on that way. The
model makes the robot behave in a social way, exceeding what we expected,
and although some little difficulties showed up during the setting up in
real-life experimentation, there was nothing relevant which can endanger
the course of the experiments.
The linear regression model based on differential values of the latest
positions, although simple, had also very good results when the human
did not behave in an aggressive way, this is, when the path of the human
changes constantly and in different directions all the time. The experiments
were developed in the AR.Drone 2.0, but we also had in mind to tested with
the ONA Robot, a Drone built for social navigation purposes.
One conference article was presented from this project thesis, in which
we showed the implementation of the ASFM, the synthetic and real-life
experiments, also a comparison between our method and the traditional
one called Artificial Potential Fields. The final results were exposed in the
article (as well as in this work) demonstrating that our model had better
results that the APF method. Moreover, we are currently working on an
article for a journal, in which we are going to test the ASFM with untrained
volunteers and make some surveys, with some questions related to how do
they feel during the experiments, in order to have evidence and to test the
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One important topic we would like to tackle in the next future is to test the
model in real-life involving non-trained volunteers, as well as more static
objects. We checked our model under a large set of simulations in crowded
environments using Rviz, but in real-life due to the short space, and the size
of the drone, it is a difficult endeavor. Considering these new experiments,
we can obtain new evidence and we can measure the comfort level of peo-
ple, in order to test if the robot’s behavior is socially accepted.
Moreover, we are also preparing new experiments with the ONA Robot,
a drone specifically built for social tasks, and which for some delivery de-
lays, we could not do the test. Besides, due to the model requires a large
set of parameters, this implies many dimensions, and it is a difficult task to
find the optimal parameters, for that reason, we found many sub-optimal
values with can behave in a sub-optimal way, that is, there exist other sets
of parameters that provide a social behavior as well. We are now currently
working in some extensions of the work which results will help us to write
and article for a journal.
8.2 Additional Features
We will consider new additional features regarding different aspects of the
overall model, more specifically, the regression model and the 3D Aerial So-
cial Force Model, which in our opinion could lead to a better behavior, mak-
ing it more complex, robust and intelligent. One of the things we would like
to strengthen is the mechanism the drone has to compensate the height it
is following; this is, the drone follows a certain height, but sometimes the
force that is leading the drone to this position is not enough to put it in the
desired height, for these reasons, it is required to enhance the compensa-
tion mechanism which can help the drone to gain height or to lose height
in case the drone is over the desired z position. Current updates are being
developed to the model to improve this height gain and are being tested
successfully.
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FIGURE 8.1: Penalizing force: An extra force to enhance
how the drone follows a certain height (only in the z coor-
dinate) is proposed.
Other issue we would like to point out is the forces and the rate ROS
is updating and sending these forces to the real drone. As you can see in
Fig. 8.2, the force is always changing and creating peaks which can have a
negative impact over the real system and also over the real behavior. What
we propose in future steps is to implement a new filter as a smoother, to
avoid aggressive changes in the total force sent to the drone.
Time Stamp












FIGURE 8.2: Total Force peaks: The force seems to have
peaks over the time, naturally by many factors, one of them,
the noise of the real system.
Finally, one of the topics to work on is to enhance the overall naviga-
tion system using another perception system. So far, we have worked with
the navigation mechanism which can make the robot avoid obstacles and
pedestrians, with the ability to keep close to the "main" human. One im-
portant capacity the robot should have is the capacity to recognize people
and pedestrians with computer vision algorithms, which can give the robot
another level of autonomy.
Nowadays, computer vision brings us great advances in recognition
tasks, and the idea to add the robot the ability to recognize people and ob-
jects, could be a great improvement to what we have been working in this
project.
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8.3 Limitations of the current work
All the systems have limitations and this is not the exception. One of the
main limitations during the project was the human and drone detections.
We had to use the Optitrack system, that although it is a very accurate and
reliable, we were predestined to realize the experiments in its predefined
work space, also expecting to not being occupied by other researches. For
now on, testing and debugging the method it is enough to count on this
kind of system, but another kind of systems should be used at the time of
testing it in real social environments as in the street or social centers.
Thinking so far, we can also increase the time life of the drone, this is be-
cause the limited life of the batteries which always gave us just a couple of
experiments. To deal with that, we had a couple of batteries being charged
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